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Simulation of Irregular Waves and Wave Induced Loads on Wind Power Plants in 
Shallow Water 

JENNY TRUMARS 

Departlnent of Water Environlnent Transport 
Chalnlers University of Technology 

Abstract 

The essay gives a ShOli introduction to waves and discusses the problem with non-linear 
waves in shallow water and how they effect an offshore wind energy converter. The 
focus is on the realisation of non-linear waves in the time domain from short-tenn 
statistics in the fonn of a variance density spectruln of the wave elevation. For this 
purpose the wave transformation from deep water to the near to shore site of a wind 
energy fann at Bockstigen has been calculated with the use of SWAN (Sinlulating 
WAves Near Shore). The result is a wave spectruln, which can be used as input to the 
realisation. The realisation of waves is done by perturbation theory to the first and 
second-order. The properties calculated are the wave elevation, water particle velocity 
and acceleration. 

The wave heights fro In the second order perturbation equations are higher than those 
from the first order perturbation equations. This is also the case for the water particle 
kinematics. The increase of variance is significant between the first order and the second 
order realisation. The calculated wave elevation exhibits non-linear features as the peaks 
becOlne sharper and the troughs flatter. 

The resulting forces are calculated using Morison's equation. For second order force and 
base monlent there is an increase in the maximum values. The force and base moment are 
largest approximately at the zero up and down crossing of the wave elevation. This 
indicates an inertia dOlninated wave load. 

So far the flexibility and the response of the structure have not been taken into account. 
They are, however, of vital itnportance. 

F or verification of the wave Inodel the results will later on be cOlnpared with 
Ineasurenlents at Bockstigen off the coast of Gotland in the Baltic Sea. 

Keywords: Non-linear wave models, wind energy converter, shallow water, 
perturbation theory, ocean engineering, \vave load. 
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Simulation of Irregular Waves and Wave Induced Loads on Wind Power Plants in 
Shallow Water 

JENNY TRUMARS 

Institutionen for Vatten miljo transport 
Chalmers tekniska hogskola 

Sammanfattning 

Uppsatsen ger en kort introduktion till vagor och behandlar sedan problemet Ined 
ickelinjara vagor pa grunt vatten och hur de paverkar ett vindkraftverk till hays. Focus for 
arbetet ar pa realiseringen av ickelinjara vagor i tiden fran korttidsstatistik i form av 
variansspektrum over vagomas elevation. For detta andamal har vagtransfom1ationen 
fran djupt vatten till det grundare vattnet som vindkraftsparken vid Bockstigen star i 
beraknats i SWAN (Silnulating W Awes Near Shore). Resultatet ar ett vagspektruln SOln 
kan anvandas som input till realiseringen. Realiseringen gors med en perturbationsteori 
till forsta och andra ordningen. De beraknade egenskapema ar vagelevationen, 
partikelhastigetema och partikelaccelerationema. 

Vaghojdema beraknade med andra ordningens perturbationsekvationer ar hogre an for de 
beraknade Ined forsta ordningens perturbationsekvationer. Detta ar aven fallet for vattnets 
partikelkinematik. Variansen akar kraftigt for andra ordningens realisation. Den 
beraknade vaghojden uppvisar ickelinjara egenskaper som att vagtoppama blir skarpare 
och vagdalama flackare. 

De resulterande kraftema bediknas med Morisons ekvation. Far andra ordningens 
realisation akar kraftens och baslnomentets Inaxvarden. Kraften och momentet ar storst 
vid nollkryssningsperiodema for vagelevationen. Detta tyder pa att belastningen ar mass
troghetsdolninerad. 

Inverkan av strukturens flexibilitet pa dess respons har annu inte studerats. Flexibiliteten 
hos strukturen och dampningen i grundlaggningen ar dock av stor betydelse. 

For verifiering av vaglnodellen ska resultaten senare jalnforas Ined Inatningar utanfor 
Bockstigen vid Gotland kust. 

Nyckelord: Ickelinjara vaglnodeller, vindkraftverk, grunt vatten, perturbationsteori, 
havsteknik 
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The development of large wind power farms in the ITIegawatt region has led to an 
establishment of wind power fanTIs at sea. There are several reasons for this 
developlTIent: There are more suitable sites for wind power fanTIs at sea than on land, 
where it can be difficult to find sparsely populated areas. The increase in energy 
produced frOITI wind requires more space. Environmental disturbances as noise and 
negative visual ilTIpact can be removed frOlTI densely populated areas. Wind at sea has 
better quality; it is stronger and less gusty. On the other hand the placement at sea leads 
to new requirements on the structure, power grid and accessibility. For the support 
structure, in addition to standard loads, the wave load has to be taken into account and to 
calculate the wave load at the sites in question, theory for waves at finite depth has to be 
used. 

For wind power off shore to be viable the aggregates have to be placed in relatively 
shallow water in depths ranging frOITI 6 to 30 meters. At these depths the waves become 
non-linear due to the transformation as they travel frOITI deep to shallow water. The non
linearities manifest as phase locking and wave breaking. The result is waves with higher 
sharper peaks and shallow troughs. 

The scope of the thesis is to investigate an eXIstIng non-linear wave model for the 
calculation of wave loads on offshore wind energy converters. The purpose of the project 
as a whole is to contribute to knowledge about the load effect of waves on offshore wind 
energy converters and to facilitate suitable, efficient load lTIodels for fatigue and 
extremes. 
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The wind energy converter consists of the turbine with its turbine blades, gearbox, 
generator and support structure. The energy producing part is the turbine converting the 
kinetic energy in the wind to electricity. To efficiently produce electric energy the turbine 
has to be placed at a level where the wind is strong and relatively unaffected by the 
ground or sea surface. For that purpose it is placed on a tower mounted on a foundation, 
making up the support structure of the wind turbine. Together the turbine, generator, 
gearbox and support structure are commonly called a wind energy converter. Different 
types of foundations for use off shore are the monopile, suction bucket, tripod or a 
gravity base foundation. The monopile is a circular tube piled or drilled into the soil and 
extending above the water surface, Figure 1. The tower is mounted directly on the 
monopile. This type of construction is used for the wind power farm at Bockstigen and 
the wave loads were calculated on that type of structure. The suction bucket is basically 
an upturned large bucket-like container inside which the pressure is lowered to make the 
structure stable and settle into the ground. A tripod is a lattice type of support structure 
see Figure 1. A gravity base foundation is kept in place solely by its weight see Figure 1 
and can be made by i. e. a steel or concrete caisson which can be towed out to the 
construction site, be filled with ballast and sunk. Middelgrunden outside Copenhagen has 
gravity base support structures. To some extent these foundations can be combined with 
either a lattice type or a tubular tower. A In ore cOlnprehensive introduction on wind 
power can be obtained at the Danish Wind Industry Association's home page 
www.windpower.org. (Danish Wind Industry Association - Danish Wind Energy 
Association, 2003) 

Monopile 

Gravity base foundation 

Tripod 

Water surface 
Water surface 

Water surface 

Sea floor 

Figure 1. Different types of foundations for off shore wind energy converters. 
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The following is only a brief introduction to ocean waves and describes only a few of the 
issues at hand. To get a more complete description it is referred to literature on the 
subject. Son1e references are Massel (1996), Young (1999) and Mei (1983). 

The properties of water surface waves are constantly changing depending on the 
environment around them. Wind is of vital importance, the resulting wind waves depend 
on the duration of the wind, the fetch and the wind speed. Loads from wind-generated 
waves are ilTIportant for design purposes and there are several models describing the 
energy transfer from wind to waves e.g. Jeffreys' and Phillips-Miles ITIodels (Massel, 
1996). When waves travel frOlTI deep sea towards land they transform due to the 
influence of bOttOITI topography, bottom friction, wind and underlying currents. Changes 
in bottom topography cause effects like refraction, reflection, diffraction, and wave 
breaking. Diffraction is when waves are scattered by e.g. an obstacle. Refraction is when 
the propagation direction of the waves is changed by changing water depth. An example 
of refraction is that if the bottom has a gentle slope the waves get lTIOre and more parallel 
to the shoreline when they approach it. Refraction can cause focusing and spreading of 
the waves. Models silTIulating this transformation in the near shore region can be divided 
into phase-resolving and phase-averaging ITIodels. Using phase-averaging models the 
local statistical properties of the sea as e.g. the variation of directional variance spectra 
are lTIodelled. Phase resolving models captures the deterministic properties of the sea e.g. 
the tilTIe- and space-varying sea surface elevation. The latter n1ethod captures the 
phenomena of troughs becoiTIing shallower and peaks sharper, which are typical non
linear features of high waves at finite depth. On the other hand, by using short-term 
statistical properties froI11 a phase-averaging model, a local realisation in the time dOl11ain 
can be obtained. However, it is vital that such a realisation retains the statistical 
properties of the sea state while reproducing the non-linear features. If non-linearities are 
of interest, a higher order realisation, e.g. using a higher order perturbation theory, has to 
be used. 

Some basic definitions for a plane wave are illustrated in Figure 2. The free surface 
elevation lJ(t,x) describes the surface of the water in tiI11e and space. The wave height H 
is the distance frOITI peak to trough. For sinusoidal waves the aITIplitude is half the wave 
height but for irregular waves the wave height can be divided into positive and negative 
aI11plitudes, the positive amplitude a + is 111easured upwards from the still water level 
(SWL) and the negative a- downwards. The wave period Tis the time between two down 
or up crossings of the SWL and the wavelength L is the corresponding length. In the 
coordinate systeiTI the z-axis is defined positive upwards with the origin at the SWL and 
the x-y-plane coinciding with the still water surface see Figure 2. 
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Figure 2. Basic definitions of a water wave in space. 

The wavelength L and the wave period T are related through the dispersion relation, 

0]2 = gktanh(kh) Equation 1 

where 0] = 2nlT is the angular frequency and k = 2nlL is the wave nUlnber. g is the 
acceleration of gravity and h is the water depth. 

One of the simplest wavefonns is that of a sine curve describing regular periodic waves. 
The surface of the sea, however, is Inore cOlnplex and often consists of irregular short 
crested waves. In such a case it is convenient to describe the sea surface in short-term 
statistics e.g. significant wave height, the mean of the one-third highest waves, energy 
content and variance content per frequency. The irregular wave surface can be 
synthesised by adding sinusoidal waves travelling in different directions. By choosing the 
appropriate properties, amplitude, phase angle and direction, of the individual waves the 
synthesised irregular wave surface can be given desired statistical properties. The 
frequency distribution of the variance, which can be described by a variance density 
spectruln where the variance at different frequencies is plotted, can describe a sea state 
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see Figure 3. The variance of the sea surface can be multiplied by a factor to give the local 
energy content of the waves and consequently the variance density spectrum is 
sometin1es called energy spectrum. SOlne standard spectra are the JONSWAP and PM
spectruln (Faltinsen, 1990). 
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Figure 3. One-dimensional variance density spectrum. 

To describe the variance of a directional sea where the waves travels In different 
directions a two-dimensional spectrmn can be used as illustrated in Figure 4. 
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Variance density spectra can be used as input to the sUlnmation or synthetisation of 
waves mentioned above. The principle of the summation of component waves is shown 
in Figure 5 where the summation is done for the sea surface elevation. 

Figure 5. Principle of the summation of waves to yield an irregular sea surface. 

The sUlnlnation can be done over other properties than the sea surface elevation as e.g. 
the velocity potential of the fluid. 

Some Former Work Random Non-Linear Waves 

Machado (2002) studies statistic analysis of non-gaussian environmental loads applied to 
non-linear waves and structure response. Machado formulates the equations for the 
realisation of non-linear waves according to Hasselmann (1962) and Hudspeth and Chen 
(1979). 

Hudspeth and Chen (1979) fonl1ulate a Inethod for the realisation, based on a spectrum, 
of waves in finite depth. The simulation is based on perturbation theory according to 
Hasselmann (1962). They use the Fast Fourier Transfonn to reduce the calculation tilne. 
An increase in variance due to the simulation is noted. 
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Stansberg (1998) makes a non-linear realisation of deepwater waves. A litnitation of the 
local wave steepness is iInplemented to avoid unrealistic values, by truncating the higher 
frequencies of the spectrum used as a base for the realisation. The skewness of the 
surface elevation is studied by taking the ratio of the maximuln value of a + and H. For 
non-linear waves the value increases from a value of 0.5 for linear waves. 

A realisation to the third order of non-linear deep-water waves has been made by 
Nestegard and Stokka (1995). For the realisation the contribution to the total elevation 
froln the third order perturbation series is small. The resulting total wave elevation yields 
steeper waves than for a realisation to the second order. It is recomnlended to study the 
effects on the velocity potential. 

A conlparison of different wave models against experimental data obtained fronl 
measurements of the velocity profile and elevation by laser was made by Stansberg and 
Gudmestad (1996). The studied wave models were a linear, a non-linear to the second 
order and a hybrid wave model. The hybrid model is sinlilar to the second order 
realisation but the interaction of the waves is handled in a more physically correct way. 

Some Former Work on Wave Action on Wind Power Plants 

The calculation of wave action on wind power plants is dependent on the environmental 
conditions, the choice of method for calculating the water particle kinelnatics and the 
load model. A nUlnber of scientists have studied wave loads on offshore wind power 
plants and sonle are quoted below. 

A study of loads fronl random waves and wind loads has been done by Oscar and Paez 
(1988). They use a linear randoln realisation of waves with Pierson-Moskowitz' spectruln 
as input for fully developed seas and the JONSW AP spectruln for fetch limited seas. The 
linear realisation is equivalent to the one used today for design purposes for randonl 
waves (Kuhn, 2001). It is also used in Paper A and B for comparison with the higher 
order realisation. 

For the European Wind Energy Conference in Copenhagen 2001 Henderson and Catnp 
made a survey of the calculation of wave forces. They treat extrelne load cases based on 
non-linear wave theory, stochastic calculation by linear wave theories, and they also 
bring up the subject oflnassive versus slender structures. (Henderson and Camp, 2001) 

Sinclair (1994) studies the importance of aerodynatnic danlping on an offshore wind 
turbine. For calculation of the wave load linear wave theory and Morison's equation are 
used. He concludes that the aerodynamic datnping is of vital itnportance for the 
behaviour of the structure. 

In his PhD thesis Kuhn (2001) deals with the entire design of an offshore wind power 
fann. For the analysis of irregular waves he uses linear theory and extreme waves are 
described by a higher order stream function theory. When calculating the velocities in the 
irregular linear waves to the instantaneous free water surface he uses Wheeler stretching, 
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that is the instantaneous velocity profile froln bottom to the still water level is stretched 
from bottom to the instantaneous free surface. He concludes that for extreme waves non
linear wave models have to be used. 

Cheng and van Bussel (2000) present a stochastic simulation of the structure and Cheng 
studies extrelne response of wind power plants in his PhD thesis (Cheng, 2002). For the 
calculation of irregular waves he uses linear theory and for the calculation of extreme 
waves he uses regular non-linear waves. He applies Morison's equation without Wheeler 
stretching. In a more recent publication (Cheng and Henderson 2003) non-linear wave 
models for calculation of wave-loads on wind power plants are compared to 
measurelnents. However it is obvious that the used wave models do not correctly describe 
the wave elevation. The wave measurements are froln Blyth and they clearly show non
linear features, the troughs being flatter and the peaks sharper. 

Rogers (1998) uses stream function theory to the 11 th order for non-linear regular waves 
and Morison's equation for the calculation of the forces. He concludes that the structural 
response is sensitive to alterations in soil stiffness, damping and wave period. He also 
discusses breaking waves and ringing. 

van der Tempel and Molenaar (2002) treat the dynamics of the wind power plant in 
relation to the blade passing frequency and the frequency content in the waves. They 
discuss different design strategies to avoid overlap in the frequency content of the load 
and the eigenfrequency of the structure. Control of the turbine rotation provides Ineans 
for avoiding overlap with the eigenfrequency. The aerodynatnic damping and the soil 
properties playa vital part in the dynamics of the wind power plant. 

Test Site 

A first application of the thesis concept has been done at Bockstigen off the coast of 
Gotland in the Baltic Sea. See Figure 6 and Figure 7. The wind farm consists of five 
turbines of which one is instrumented for measurelnent of the structural response of the 
support structure. The wind and waves in the vicinity of the turbines are also Ineasured. 
The bottom topography is obtained from sea charts of the area but more detailed bottoln 
topography would be desirable. 
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Figure 6. The Baltic Proper with the location of Bockstigen marked with an arrow. 
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Figure 7. A detailed close-up at the location of Bockstigen off the coast of Gotland. 

The wave climate in the Baltic Sea was studied during 1978 to 1982 by SSPA and spectra 
have been derived for those measurements. To illustrate the concept, in this study a 
spectruIll for a wind speed of 20 mls and open sea, at Glands S6dra Grund (Figure 6) was 
chosen as input to the SWAN model. The dOlllinant wind direction is frolll the South 
West, which is in line with the longest fetch. (Wahl, 1983) 

The bottom topography of the sUlTounding sea floor near the site was obtained from sea 
charts of the area. (Sj6fartsverket, 1979) The topography and the location of the wind 
fann can bee seen in Figure 8. 
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Figure 8. Bottom topography in meters of the surrounding ocean floor. The location of the wind farm 
is marked with X and the white colour is land. The scale on the axis is in meters. 

The support structure of the wind turbine is a tower mounted on a cylindrical steel 
monopile drilled into the limestone and extending above the water surface. The cylinder 
dimneter is 2.1 In and the mean-water depth is 6.5 m at the site. See Figure 9. 

Monopile 
D 2.1 m 

CD = 0.6 
CM = 1.75 
P = 1006 kg/m3 

--------------r-r-~~-----=----~---z=-h 

Limestone 

Figure 9. Details of the monopile. The monopile extends above the sea surface and the water depth is 
6.5 meters. 1] is the instantaneous free water surface and the dotted line is the still water level. 

An evaluation of the loads on the instrulnented turbine has been made by Ronsten et al 
2000 and they also thoroughly describe the instrulnentation and the location of the wind 
farm. (Ronsten et a!., 2000) Since then a wave gauge has been added to the 
instrumentation. Evaluation of the wave lneasurelnents remains to be done. 
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For the present project SWAN (Simulating WAves Near Shore) was chosen to Inodel the 
wave transfonnation from deep sea to the near shore site of a wind farm. The result at the 
site is a wave spectrun1 describing the statistical properties of the waves by a variance 
density spectrum. These properties are used as input to a realisation of waves in the time 
domain. The loads on the structure are calculated with Morison's equation. 

The flow of calculation is shown in Figure 10. The focus so far has been on the non
linear realisation, frOln short-tenn statistics, of waves in the time dOlnain. 

Deep water sea state 

SWAN 

Shallow water sea state 

REALISATION OF WAVES 
In the time domain 

Calculation of forces 

Figure 10. Chart describing the flow of calculation in the chosen consept. 

SWAN 

Swan is a phase averaging model developed at Delft University in the Netherlands. The 
transfonnation of the variance density spectrum from deep to shallow water is cOlnputed 
by an implementation of a transport equation n10delling the transportation, production 
and dissipation of the properties of the waves. This is done by a finite difference schelne 
with source and sink tenns. The difference between the different generations of wave 
models is how the source and sink tenns are fonnulated. The first generation of wave 
models are based on empirical descriptions of the input to waves fro In wind and of the 
dissipation. The non-linear wave-wave interaction is absent in the first generation 
models. In the second generation of models the wind input is based on Ineasurelnents of 
the nonnal stress exerted by the wind on the sea surface. A paratnetric representation of 
the quadruplet non-linear interaction is used (interaction within a group of four waves). 
For the third generation of Inodels, including SWAN, the focus for iInprovement was on 
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the quadruplet interaction formulation and an approximation to the Boltzinan integral is 
used (DIA). 

The Discrete Interaction Approximation (DIA) is an approximation to Boltzinanns 
integral describing interaction in sets of four waves. DIA limits the interactions to the 
most dominant ones. Due to the approxin1ation the directional spread is larger than for 
models accounting for all interactions within the set of four waves. The approximation is 
not valid for unidirectional waves. Another limitation of the approximation, which 
SWAN has in common with all third generation wave models, is that it is also dependent 
on the frequency resolution. In SWAN an approximation of the non-linear interaction 
between three waves including only the Inost dOlninant interactions is used (The LUInped 
Triad ApproxiInation, LTA). The approximation depends on the directional distribution 
of the wave spectrum. A description of phase averaging models can be found in e.g. 
Young (1999) and Massel (1996). A description of SWAN can be found in Holthuijsen et 
al. (2000). 

Processes describing the propagation of waves available in SWAN are: 
• Recti-linear propagation in space 
• Refraction due to spatial variations in bottom topography and currents 
• Shoaling due to spatial variations in bottom topography and currents 
• Blocking and reflections due to opposing currents 
• TransInission through, blockage by or reflection by sub-grid obstacles 

Processes describing the generation and dissipation of waves available in SWAN are: 
• Generation by wind 
• Dissipation due to white-capping 
• Dissipation by depth induced wave breaking 
• Dissipation by bottom friction 
• Wave-wave interactions (quadruplets and triads) 
• Obstacles 

Lilnitations of SWAN: Diffraction is not modelled and because of this SWAN should not 
be used where variations in wave height is large within a horizontal scale of a few 
wavelengths. Due to this the accuracy near large obstacles or in harbours is low. Wave 
induced currents are not calculated, however currents can be specified by the user as 
input. Wave induced set-up can be calculated. 

The computational grid in SWAN covers an area of 41 240 m (x-axis) times 63 917 m (y
axis) and is divided in 100 times 150 cells. At the south and west border a two
dimensional JONSW AP spectruln is set as boundary condition. At the other boundaries 
the input is set to zero. The defining parameters for the JONSWAP spectruin are: peak 
enhancelnent factor 3.3; significant wave height 4.52 In; the peak period 6.72 s; the main 
wind direction is froin the south west; the wind velocity at 10 n1 is 20 InlS and the 
directional spread is defined by a cos2(8) function. The computational domain and the 
underlying bottom topography are depicted in Figure 8. 
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The realisation of waves in the time domain is based on work by Hassehnann (1962) and 
Hudspeth and Chen (1979) and the equations are presented in Paper A and B. The 
spectrum obtained at the site of the wind power plant is used as input to the realisation. 
The time series is calculated as a Fourier sum of sinusoidal wave components. Both the 
elevation of the sea surface and the velocity potential is calculated. This is done to a first 
order approximation and to a second order approxinlation. The velocity is then 
extrapolated, for both the first and second-order realisation, to the instantaneous free 
water surface by a first order Taylor expansion. The solution to the first order expansion 
is commonly used to describe the properties of irregular waves in the tilne dOlnain. 

An approximate solution to the boundary value problem of free surface waves can be 
obtained by a perturbation expansion of the velocity potential cD and the water surface 
elevation 17 in perturbation series (Hasselnlann, 1962). The constraint is that the wave 
height to wavelength ratio Inust be kept small. The resulting expressions, to the second
order perturbation equations, are presented in Paper A (Hudspeth and Chen, 1979; 
Machado, 2002). The solutions to the perturbation equations are expressed as Fourier 
series. The boundary conditions and an exanlple of the solution of the perturbation 
equations for the surface elevation are given below. 

The boundary value probleln for the irrotational flow of surface gravity waves in an 
incompressible, hOlnogeneous and inviscid fluid can be expressed in tenns of a velocity 
potential cD(x,z,t). The water particle velocities are given by the spatial derivative of cD as 

u = -cD x Equation 2 

W= -cD z Equation 3 

where the subscript denotes partial differentiation. 

The coordinate systeln is chosen so that the positive, vertical z-axis is pointing upwards 
and the x-axis is in line with the still water surface at z = O. The governing differential 
equation is the Laplace equation, which is given in Figure 11 together with the boundary 
conditions at the sea bottoln and the free surface. The sea bottom is assumed to be locally 
horizontal and flat which confornls to mild slope conditions. 
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Figure 11. Boundary conditions and governing differential equation for the irrotational flow of 
surface gravity waves. 

An exalnple of the Inethod with perturbation series and the solution for the first- and 
second-order contributions to the surface elevation is given below. 

The perturbation expansions for the free surface elevation 'l can, for small waves, be 
expressed as 

'l(X,t) = j77(x,t) for t>O Equation 4 
j=l 

where j denotes the perturbation ordering parameter. 

The solution to the linear problem and the first order contribution can be expressed by the 
Fourier series 

N 

I 'l(X,t) = 'LF(m) exp i({(),J - kmx) , Equation 5 
m=O 

where the wave number k is given by the dispersion relation 
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Equation 6 

i is the iInaginary unit, OJ is the angular frequency, g is the acceleration of gravity and h is 
the water depth. 

The solution to the second-order contribution becomes 

Equation 7 

where 

Equation 8 

and 

D(OJ OJ ) = 2(OJ/1 +OJII1 )[g2k/1km -(OJ/1OJnJ2 
]-OJ/1OJ/I1(OJ/13 +OJI/13) + g2(OJl/1 k /1

2 
+OJ l1 km

2
) 

/1' m 2 • 
2OJ/1OJI/1 (OJ/1 +OJI/1) - g(k/1 +km)tanh(kn +kl/1)h 

Equation 9 

The complex amplitude F(n) is given by 

F(n) = ~2S(OJ,JI1OJ exp(-iEJ Equation 10 

where S is the variance density spectrum, I10J is the frequency resolution and E a rand01n 
phase angle distributed between 0 and 2 n. 

Equations 4 through 10 are valid for finite depth and small waves (Hasselmann, 1962; 
Hudspeth and Chen, 1979; Machado, 2002). 

The solution to the second order perturbation equations is Inore c01nplex and the phases 
of the components in the Fourier sum are no longer free but are locked to the first order 
wave cOlnponents. Variance is added to the higher frequencies. The results fron1 the first 
and second order realisation are added to form the total elevation according to Equation 
4, see Figure 12. 
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Solution to the first order perturbation equation 

Solution to the second order perturbation equation 

The sum of the above yields the total non-linear 
elevation to the second order 

Figure 12. The results from the first and second order realisation are added to form the total 
elevation according to Equation 4. 

The same method of sUlnmation is applied for the velocity potential. The wave particle 
velocities are obtained from the spatial derivative of the velocity potential and the 
acceleration from the titne derivative of the velocity. In order to prevent the calculated 
velocities above the still water level from becoming unrealistically high, an 
approxitnation to the wave particle kinematics is implelnented by a Taylor expansion to 
the first order around z = 0 (Nestegard and Stokka, 1995). This approximation is used for 
both the linear and non-linear realisation. 

Calculation of the Loads on the Structure 

The force on the structure is calculated with Morison's equation to the instantaneous free 
water surface. The coefficients in Morison's equation are based on experimental work 
and they depend on the cross-sectional shape of the structure. They also depend on the 
frequency content of the waves. The restriction on Morison's equation is that the 
wavelength to structure diameter ratio has to be small A >5D (Faltinsen, 1990). 

The wave forces P and resulting base mOlnent M on the monopile are calculated by using 
Morison's equation integrating from the botton1 to the instantaneous free surface 

Equation 11 

and 
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Equation 12 

Where CD is the drag coefficient, CM is the inertia coefficient, p is the water density and 
D is the diameter of the monopile. See e.g. (Faltinsen, 1990). The coefficients and other 
constants are given in Figure 9. 

This concept has been implenlented in the two papers in appendix A and B. In A the 
simulation is done with an ordinary Fourier sum over all cOinponents. The process is 
slow and a liinited nUlnber of short simulations were done. In paper B the realisation was 
Inade by means of an Inverse Fast Fourier Transform and ten realisations over one hour 
were Inade. The higher order realisation produces unrealistically high waves exceeding 
the wave-breaking limit of 0.78 h and results above this limit have been discarded in 
paper A. In paper B this procedure was not possible due to the longer realisations instead 
an excerpt of a period with waves below the wave-breaking limit is shown. The Inain 
focus was then to study the effects on the energy or variance content of the non-linear 
realisation cOlnpared to the linear realisation. In order to do so variance density spectra 
were calculated for both the linear and non-linear realisations. 

The frequency resolution for the silnulation using the FFT is 1.65 10-3 radls and the time 
resolution is 0.5 s. For the ordinary sUlnmation the resolutions are 1.5 10-2 rad/s and 
0.13 s for frequency and time dOlnain respectively. 

Response 

When designing the support structure the response is vital. It is not certain that the largest 
waves create the Inost datnaging response. If the frequency of the load coincides with the 
eigenfrequency of the structure resonant behaviour Inay occur. The initial calculation of 
the wave load is made on a rigid structure. When calculating the structural response 
siinulation of the elastic structure, the soil structure interaction and the aerodynamic 
danlping froin the turbine is of ilnportance. (Kuhn, 2001; Sinclair, 1994) 

The control of the turbine itself is also a factor of interest; it can be run in a nlanner to 
avoid certain frequencies. This has been studied by van der Telnpel and Molenaar (2002) 
who also address the problem with the rotor and blade passing frequency. The blade 
passing frequency should not overlap the natural frequency of the support structure. 
When a variable speed turbine is used the rotor and blade passing frequency covers a 
larger range. In such cases the control of the turbine can be used to avoid operating it at 
the eigenfrequency of the structure. Such an approach is used at Utgrunden in Sweden. 
Notable is also that when designing a soft support structure, with a natural frequency 
below the rotor frequency it is likely to enter the frequency domain of the waves. (Kuhn, 
2001; van der Tempel and Molenaar, 2002) 
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Wave Transformation 
The results obtained from SWAN are e.g. variance density spectruln and significant wave 
height. A plot of the geographical distribution of the calculated significant wave height 
near the site of the wind power plant can be seen in Figure 13. 

4.6 

4.4 

4.2 

4 

3.8 

3.6 

2.5 3 3.5 4 

Figure 13. Significant wave height in meters. The location of the wind farm is marked with X and the 
white colour is land. The scale on the axis is in meters. 

Realisation 

The loads on the structure increases, compared to the linear lnodel, when using the non
linear realisation. If the wave height is kept below the wave-breaking lilnit, paper A, the 
results seeln realistic. But if the realisation is done without restrictions on the wave 
height, paper B, the waves becolne clearly unrealistic and consequently so does the wave 
load. In paper B ten realisations over one hour were carried out and a spectral analysis of 
the results was made. In paper A the realisation was made over a shorter period and 
cannot be used as a basis for frequency analysis. In both papers the skewness of the load 
increases partly because of the use of Morison's equation but also due to the fact that 
there is a change in the water particle kinematics. See Table 1. 
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In paper A the realisation was Inade over a time of 63 seconds and the sea surface 
elevation, force and base Inoment froin both the linear and non-linear realisation have 
been calculated throughout that time period. 

Figure 14 shows the total non-linear sea surface elevation and the first and second-order 
contributions to it. At the end of the realised tilne history, t = 60 s, the wave takes the 
ideal form and the trough before the peak has become more shallow compared to the 
first-order silnulation and the peak is sharper. The result at t = 20 s shows an overshoot of 
the second-order contribution resulting in a trough below the first-order realisation. This 
could indicate that the simulated waves are violating the small aInplitude requirement. 

Surface elevation 
4,·················:····················.············· ..............................•.........••................................................. : ....................... . 

3 

2 

-21-·················; 11/ .................. ; ....................... ; .......................... , ..................... . 

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 
Time (s) 

Figure 14. Surface elevation in meters. The solid line represents the total non-lineat elevation, the 
dotted line shows the first-order contribution and the dashed line shows the second-order 
contribution. 

The forces and base mon1ents are calculated according to Equation 11 and 12 throughout 
the tilne series. Figure 15 and Figure 16 shows the surface elevation cOlnpared to the 
depth integrated force and base mOlnents for the first and second-order realisation 
respectively. The force is scaled down by 105 and the mOlnent with 106 in order to get a 
clear picture of when they have a maxin1um or n1inilnum cOlnpared with the sea surface 
elevation. The maxilnun1 force and base InOlnent is at the zero up crossing of the highest 
wave. This indicates that the force is inertia dominated. 
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Figure 15. The surface elevation compared to the force and the base moments calculations from the 
first-order realisation. The solid line shows the total elevation (m), the dotted line shows the force 
(105 N) and the dashed line shows the base moment (106 Nm). 
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Figure 16. The surface elevation compared to the force and the base moments calculations from the 
second-order realization. The solid line shows the total elevation (m), the dotted line shows the force 
(105 N) and the dashed line shows the base moment (106 Nm). 
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From a comparison of the results from the first and second-order realisation it can be seen 
that the second-order realisation yields higher loads. This is mainly due to higher particle 
accelerations and to a minor degree on higher velocities and larger submergence in the 
second-order realisation. 

F or the comparison of the elevations the ratio a + max/Hmax was studied where a + max is the 
positive amplitude for the Inaximum wave and Hmax is the corresponding wave height. 
When the troughs are becoming shallower and the peaks sharper for the second order 
realisation, showing asymlnetry around the still water level, this ratio increases. This 
effect can also be studied in the force and the base moment, see Table 1. However, it is 
not as pronounced as for the elevation. When calculating the ratio for the force and base 
InOlnent Hmax is the maxiInum trough to peak value and Amax is the corresponding 
positive amplitude. 

Table 1. The ratio a +maxlHmax <-

Order of realisation First Second 
Elevation 0.51 0.62 
Force 0.57 0.61 
Base moment 0.58 0.65 

The force and base Inoment display aSYlnmetry around zero also for the first-order 
realisation and it is increased further for the second-order realisation. In the first-order 
case the asymlnetry is caused by the use of Morison's equation integrating from the 
bottoln to the instantaneous free surface, Eq. 11 and 12, and the higher particle velocities 
at the crests of the waves. 

For a large nUlnber of realisations over longer times the Inean of the ratio for the first
order wave elevation will be 0.5. 

When calculating forces distributed along the n10nopile focus is on the highest peak, at 
t = 22 s, of the surface elevation in Figure 14. Velocities and accelerations were 
calculated at half Ineter intervals starting fron1 the sea bottom, z = -6.5 m. The results for 
the velocity are shown in Figure 17. The loading force was calculated in the middle of 
each interval. The tilnes of the calculations were chosen around the highest peak. They 
coincide with the trough t = 20.3 s, zero up crossing t = 21 s, peak t = 22 s and zero down 
crossing t = 23 s of the surface elevation. Studying the distribution along the Inonopile, 
one finds that the highest local velocity is at the peak and the highest local acceleration 
and force is at the zero down and up crossings. See Paper A. 
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Figure 17. Velocity as a function of surface elevation. The solid line shows velocity at t = 20.3 s, the 
dashed line at t = 21 s, the dot dashed line at t = 22 s and the dotted line at t = 23 s. 

In Paper B ten linear and non-linear realisations of one hour duration were made and the 
forces on the structure were calculated for all ten cases. Variance and power-spectra for 
elevation, force and base bending-moment were calculated from the obtained time-series. 
The mean and standard deviation for the spectra were calculated and the spectra were 
smoothed. For the linear titne-series the standard deviation of the spectra is small. 
Computing the non-linear realisation of the waves there is an increase in the variance of 
the sea-surface elevation compared to the first-order linear case. Stansberg (1998) also 
get an increase when calculating non-linear deep-water waves but to a Inuch lesser 
degree. The increase is due to the addition of higher frequency con1ponents in the non
linear realisations, as can be seen in Figure 19. The increase in variance produces 
unrealistically high waves, exceeding the wave-breaking litnit of 0.78 h (CERC, 1977), 
which in this case is 5.07 meters. It can also be observed that the spectruln is 
broadbanded and produces ripples. See Figure 18. For waves below the wave-breaking 
lilnit the waves and the forces exhibit the desired non-linear effects of troughs becoming 
shallower and peaks sharper, Figure 18. 
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Figure 18. Non physical extreme wave above the wave-breaking limit of 5.07 meters 

920 

Power spectra were calculated for both the linear and non-linear realisations, froin the 
entire one hour time series, in order to study the high-frequency contribution from the 
non-linear realisation. 

The second-order contribution to the surface elevation is sensitive to the high frequency 
end of the linear input spectrum calculated in SWAN. The variation of the spectral 
density for the non-linear realisation is significant, Figure 20. For the linear case the 
variation is small. 
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Mean variance density spectra for linear and non-linear elevation 
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Figure 19. Mean variance density spectra for the linear and non-linear elevation. 

Mean variance density spectrum and two standard deviations about the mean for the non-linear elevation 
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Figure 20. Mean variance density spectra and two standard deviations about the mean for the non
linear elevation. 

The mean power spectra for the force and base Inoment are highly influenced by a tilne
series with a Inaxitnum wave height of 13 meters, Figure 21. The effect is enhanced by 
the use of Morison's equation where the velocity is squared. The variation in the results 
for the force and base nl01nent is large, see Paper B. In Figure 21 the spectra for all the 
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titne series of force are plotted and the one marked ,,,ith an arrow is the one with the 13 
meter maximuln wave height. 
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Figure 21. Power spectra for an ten time-series of the non-linear force. The spectrum marked with an 
arrow is from a time-series with a maximum wave of 13 meters. 

F or the base mOlnent the influence froln the time-series with the maxitnuln wave height 
of 13 meters is even Inore pronounced. This is due to the lever (z + h) in Equation 12. 

The variance of the titne-series in Paper B increases froln 0.43 n12 to 0.69 m2 for the 
water surface elevation, froln 7.50 108 N2 to 6.58 109 N2 for the force and frOln 
1.12 1010 (Nm)2 to 6.39 lOll (NIn)2 for the base moment. 

Conclusions and 

SWAN 

So far the focus has been on the realisation of waves in the time domain frOln short-term 
statistics. Thus the elnphasis has not been on the silnulations carried out in SWAN. 
Another reason is that we wanted to wait for Inore results from the wave measurelnents. 
A Inatter of interest is then to check the results from SWAN with the measurements froln 
Bockstigen. Other aspects are to check the grid independence of the solution, the size of 
the calculation domain and the sensitivity to variations in wind input. A sufficient 
accuracy of the wind input should not be a problem within the wind energy cOlnn1unity; 
wind is after all the vital issue. The bottom topography in this study was obtained from 
sea-charts; it is better to use site-specific measurelnents since the data frOln sea-charts can 
be of varying quality and age. 
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It is observed that the calculated depth integrated forces and base moments, positive and 
negative, are highest close to the zero crossings of the surface elevation. This is due to the 
high water particle accelerations. It is also observed that the non-linear realisation gives 
larger maxilnum forces and base moments than the linear realisation due to the change in 
the kinematics of the water particles. 

The described lnethod provides a way of calculating non-linear irregular waves at finite 
depths. However, the chosen method for calculating non-linear waves produces 
unrealistically high waves if a restriction on the maximum wave height is not applied. In 
Paper A this problem was avoided by discarding realisations with a wave height above 
the wave-breaking limit of 0.78 h (5.07m). In Paper B this is not possible due to the 
longer time of the realisation. There were no realisations where the wave height was 
below 5.07m for the entire hour. 

The use of 0.78 h as the wave-breaking limit can be conservative as the lilniting value for 
Hmax of 0.55 h is found to apply to shallow water waves. This is a lnore restrictive value 
than the breaker height limit 0.78 h for mildly shoaling bottoms used in the calculation 
above. The implication is that for shoaling cases 0.78 h should be used and for vast 
shallows 0.55 h may be more accurate but less conservative. A discussion on the largest 
wave height in water of constant depth can be found in Massel (1996). 

A local wave steepness limiter according to Stansberg (1998) will take care of SOlne part 
of the probleln and will also reduce the broadbandedness. A restriction based on keeping 
third-order onlitted terms smaller than the corresponding second-order terms is enforced. 
This gives lower local wave steepness with associated velocities and accelerations, 
resulting in lnore physically correct forces. The local wave steepness limiter end in a 
restriction on the wave number and consequently on the angular frequency. The 
restriction can be inlplelnented by a cut-off at the high-frequency end of the input 
spectrunl. 

A test of a frequency cut-off showed that it did reduce the brodbandedness but had hardly 
any effect on the lnaxilnum wave height. Another way, which we have not tested, of 
reducing the wave height could be to use a standard spectruln, fitted to the first peak of 
the non-linear SWAN spectrunl, for the realisation. After the realisation is carried out a 
spectrum from the tilne-series can be constructed to be compared with the near-to-shore 
SWAN spectrum. The lnotivation for using this lnethod is that the theories used in 
SWAN for calculating the evolution of the non-linear spectrum and the way the non
linear realisation is perfonned are silnilar. As a result of this the non-linear contributions 
are added twice, first in SWAN and then in the second-order perturbation equations. 
Further the second-order contribution in the realisation is sensitive to the tail end of the 
linear input spectrum where the second peak is. This can further increase the variance at 
those frequencies for the second-order realisation. 
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As stated in Paper A the linear solution retains the variance of the input spectra, however 
one can claim that there should be a larger spread in the variance for finite wave records. 
To achieve this an appropriate variation can be added to the mnplitudes obtained from the 
variance density spectra (Machado, 2002; Tucker et a!., 1984). 

In the realisation using the FFT the frequency and tiIne resolutions are interdependent. 
Therefore if a higher tiIne resolution is required for a given frequency resolution the 
Nyquist frequency has to be n10ved to higher frequencies and this also brings about an 
increased number of components. 

Implementing a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) method has lnade the Fourier sums faster 
which allows for a larger number of simulations over longer time-periods and statistical 
analysis of the results. The limiting factor for the calculation is then the size of the matrix 
which forms the basis for the inverse FFT of the double sum required for the second
order contribution. 

Forces 

When calculating the forces Morison's equation was chosen which is motivated by the 
fact that the structure diameter is small compared to the wavelength, L>5D, i.e. a 
hydrodynamic transparent structure which does not affect the wave lnotion. The 
coefficients in Morison's equation depend on the ratio between wavelength and structural 
diameter and on the ratio between the water particle excursions and structural diameter. 
The first dependence indicates that Morison' equation is less suitable for use in irregular 
waves. The latter dependence indicates that the coefficients should vary vertically along 
the lnonopile as the particle orbit diameter decrease with submergence. For shallow water 
waves the decrease is, however, n1arginal. One way to cOlnpensate for that could be to 
iInplen1ent a panel lnethod in an area close to the cylinder and use the realisation in the 
time dOlnain at the border of that area. However, since the panel method is used for non
viscous irrotational flow at high Reynolds nun1bers this does not account for flow 
separation and vortex shedding and would give no drag force, which maybe the dOlninant 
force for slender structures. The next step would be to use a viscous model as for 
example a Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes lnodel but that would be very 
computationally delnanding. From a practical engineering point of view Morison's 
equation is sufficient and the coefficients CD and CM can be adjusted to fit the conditions 
at hand. Biofouling increases the apparent dimneter of the structure and changes the 
roughness, which gives other coefficients. A discussion on Morison's equation can be 
found in Faltinsen (1990). 

When the realisation is Inade without the restriction in wave height in Paper B the effect 
on the force and base mOlnents is very large as a result of using Morison's equation 
where the effect frOln increased velocitys and accelerations enters and is fmther mnplified 
by the coefficients the integration along the lnonopile. See Equation 11 and 12. 
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The choice of load model is discussed in Kuhn (2001). For structures that are not hydro
dynamically transparent the wave-diffraction effects the force and has to be taken into 
account by for example a panel method. 

Validation of the wave and load calculations will be carried out within the measurement 
program at Bockstigen. The loading on the structure has to be derived from the lneasured 
internal load effects (structural shear forces and mOlnents), and consequently the 
flexibility of the structure has then to be considered. 

The accuracy In SWAN should be checked by comparing wave spectra from the 
measurements at Bockstigen with spectra calculated in SWAN for some weather 
conditions. 

The probleln with the high increase in variance and the unrealistically high waves has to 
be addressed and a first step is testing the approach of using a standard spectrum fitted to 
the first peak in the non-linear SWAN spectruln and see if the non-linear contribution 
frOln the second-order realisation is of the same magnitude as the second peak in the 
transformed S WAN spectra. 

Make a model of the structure where the elastic behaviour of the structure itself and of 
the soil properties is implelnented. The response of the simulated and the real structure 
can then be studied by multivariate analysis to see whether the load model induces the 
Satne dominant features of the response as is lneasured. 

The lnodel of the structure can be used to investigate the need for a fluid structure 
interaction and to what degree the interaction has to be implelnented. The relative motion 
of the structure can be added in Morison's equation. 

There is a large amount of data available from the Ineasurement progratn at Bockstigen 
and before proceeding with the development of the load model it is of interests to study 
the data and investigate which loads donlinate the response of the structure. 
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ABSTRACT 
A phase averaging wave model (SWAN) is used to 

transform offshore sea states to the near to shore site of an 
offshore wind energy converter. The supporting structure of the 
wind turbine consists of a cylindrical monopile, and the wave 
forces and resulting base moments on it are calculated by 
Morison's equation integrating from the bottom to the 
instantaneous free surface. For that purpose the wave-motion in 
the time domain at the monopile is realized by a second-order 
random wave model. 

Keywords: Non-linear Waves, Wave Load, Wind Energy 
Converter 

INTRODUCTION 
As energy production from wind power becomes more 

common the lack of sites for wind power farms on land is 
turning into a problem. This has led to an expansion offshore at 
sites with depths ranging from approximately 6 to 30 m. 
However, change of location from land to sea changes the 
design requirements of wind energy converters. In addition to 
standard loads, the wave load on the structure has to be taken 
into account. To calculate the wave load at the depths m 
question, theory for waves at finite depth has to be used. 

When waves travel from deep sea towards land they 
transform due to the influence from bottom topography and 
bottom friction. Amplitudes and wavelengths decrease and the 
waves change direction. This transformation can be simulated 
using phase-averaging models, modelling the local statistical 
properties of the sea as e.g. the variation of directional variance 
spectra, or using phase resolving models, where the 

deterministic properties of the sea e.g. the time- and space
varying sea surface elevation is computed. The latter method 
captures the phenomena of troughs becoming shallower and 
peaks sharper, which are typical non-linear features of high 
waves at finite depth. On the other hand, by using statistical 
properties from a phase-averaging model, a local realization in 
the time domain can be obtained. However, it is vital that such 
a realization retains the statistical properties of the sea while 
reproducing the non-linear features. If non-linearities are of 
interest, a higher order realization, e.g. using a higher order 
perturbation theory, has to be used. 

The sea surface elevation and the velocity potential can be 
calculated by Fourier sums. The velocity is then calculated as 
the spatial derivative of the velocity potential. The numerical 
derivative of the velocity with respect to time gives the 
acceleration, which together with Morison's equation gives the 
resulting structural loading. 

The problem with waves on offshore wind power plants 
has been addressed by a number of scientists, including 
Kuhn [1] and Cheng [2]. Kuhn used higher-order stream 
function theory to assess extreme regular waves. Cheng used a 
random linear wave model to study extreme responses. In this 
paper we use a second-order realization of non-linear waves 
based on a wave spectrum at a wind farm site. Results from the 
second-order realization are compared with results from a first
order realization. The on-site spectrum is calculated with help 
of the phase averaging model SWAN (Simulating WAves 
Nearshore ). 
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The example site is the offshore wind power fann at 
Bockstigen, which is situated off the coast of the Swedish 
island of Gotland in the Baltic Sea. See Fig. 1 and 2. One of the 
wind energy converters at the wind power farm is subject to an 
extensive measurement program including measurements of 
waves, wind and the structural response of the structure. 

Figure 1. The Baltic Proper with the location of Bockstigen 
marked with a triangle. 
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Figure 2. A detailed close-up at the location of Bockstigen off 
the coast of Gotland. 

The support structure of the wind turbine is a tower 
mounted on a cylindrical steel monopile drilled into the 
limestone and extending above the water surface. The cylinder 
diameter is 2. I m and the mean-water depth is 6.5 m at the site. 
See Fig. 3. 

The wave climate in the Baltic Sea was studied during 
1978 to 1982 by SSPA [3]. Here, mean spectra have been 

derived from these measurements. In this study a spectrum for a 
wind speed of 20 mls and open sea, at (>lands S5dra Grund, see 
Fig. 1, was chosen as input to the S WAN model. The dominant 
wind direction is from the South West and this is in line with 
the longest fetch. 

The choice of computational model was based on 
accessibility in fonn of open source code and economy. As 
speed of computation was important SWAN was chosen. To 
capture the second-order characteristics a second-order 
realization of the waves was applied. 

METHOD 

SWAN 
SWAN (Simulating WAves Nearshore) [4] is a phase 

averaging wave model where the statistical properties of the 
waves are calculated. It accounts for wave propagation 
processes, e.g. refraction, shoaling and transmission through 
sub-grid obstacles; wave generation by wind; and wave 
dissipation by whitecapping, depth-induced wave breaking and 
bottom friction. It also handles wave-wave interactions. SWAN 
uses a finite difference scheme. 

SWAN requires bottom topography, wind and wind 
direction as input. Spectra with directional spreading are used 
at the model boundaries. Results at the site of the wind power 
plant are significant wave height, frequency spectrum and 
directional spectrum. 

Extreme waves at the wind power farm were obtained by 
using an extreme sea state as input to SWAN. Due to extensive 
calculation time of the Fourier sums in the second-order 
realization, the obtained spectrum at the site was initially used 
as a basis for several first-order realizations in time over a one
minute period. Thereafter a realization containing a statistical 
maximum wave, Hmax, was chosen. [5] 

Hmax =7.7~ (1) 

Here 1110 denotes the zeroth moment of the spectrum or the 
variance of the water elevation 

1110 = fS(m) dm. (2) 
o 

The phases in the chosen first-order realization was then 
used in a second-order realization. If Hmax of the second-order 
realization was greater than 0.78 h, which is the depth-breaking 
limit for the waves [6], the realization was discarded and 
another realization was chosen. 

Second-order realization of waves 
The boundary value problem for the irrotational flow of 

surface gravity waves in an incompressible, homogeneous and 
inviscid fluid can be expressed in terms of a velocity potential 
<p(x,z,t). The water particle velocities are given by the spatial 
derivative of <P as 
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u = -<Px 

w=-<Pz 

where the subscript denotes partial differentiation. 

(3) 

(4) 

The coordinate system is chosen so that the posItIve, 
vertical z-axis is pointing upwards and the x-axis is in line with 
the still water surface at z = O. For notation see Fig. 3. The 
governing differential equation is the Laplace equation 

for - h s, z s, 7](x,t). (5) 

With the boundary conditions given by 

for z=-h, (6) 

z = 7](x,t) (7) 

where g is the acceleration of gravity and 

for z = 7](x, t) . (8) 

The velocity potential and the free surface elevation T/ can, for 
small waves, be expressed as perturbation expansions 

<P(X,z,t) = j<P(x,z,t) for -hs,zs,O, t>O (9) 
j=1 

and 

7](X,t) = jlJ(x,t) for t > 0 
}=I 

where j denotes the perturbation ordering parameter. 

The first-order perturbation equations can be written as 

'12 <P - 0 1 -

1 
17] =-I<P( 

g 

and 

for -hs,z5:0, 

for z=-h, 

for z=O 

for z=O. 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

The solution to the linear problem can be expressed by the 
Fourier series 

F(rn) g cosh[km (z + h)] 

m=O OJm cosh( k m h) 
1 <P(X,z,t) = 

(15) 

exp i(OJmt - kmx) 

and 

(16) 
111=0 

where the wave number k is given by the dispersion relation 

(17) 

i is the imaginary unit, OJ is the angular frequency, g is the 
acceleration of gravity and h is the water depth. 

The second-order perturbation equations may be written as 

for -hs,zs,O, (18) 

for z=-h, (19) 

2lJ( + 2 <P z =1 <P x 1 lJ x -I <P zz }lJ for z=O (20) 

and 

1( 2 2\. 
g2lJ-2<P( = -"2 l<Px +l<Pz )T1<PtzllJ 

for z = O. (21 ) 

The solution to the second-order problem becomes 

N N 

2<P(X,z,t) = -iL LF(n)F(rn)D(OJn,OJm) 
/1=0 m=O 

cosh[(kn + km)(z + h)] .[( ) (k k)] 
----=:...:.......:;~--=.:.:..=--=----=--.:...:: exp 1 OJ + OJ t - + X 

cosh[(k + k )h] /1 m 11 m 
n 111 

(22) 
and 

"l(x,t) = ~ meQ F(n;;(m) H(w.wm) 
(23) 

exp i[(OJ/1 + OJ
I1
Jt - (kl1 + km)x] 

where 

(24) 
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(25) 

X( OJn, OJm) = 2OJnOJm 

[cOJn +OJm)2 - g(kn +km)tanh(kn +km)h] 
(26) 

and 

g2kn k m + ( + 0))2 0) 0) 
0)/1 111 - n 111 

(27) 

The complex amplitude F(n) is given by 

(28) 

where S is the variance density spectrum, t10J is the frequency 
resolution and E a random phase angle distributed between 0 
and 2 1t. The use of the variance density spectrum for 
calculating the complex amplitudes retains the statistical 
properties of the sea. 

Equations 3 through 28 are valid for finite depth and small 
waves [7], [8] and [9]. 

Calculation of water velocities 
In order to prevent the calculated velocities above the still 

water level from becoming unrealistically high, an 
approximation to the wave particle kinematics is implemente.d 
by a Taylor expansion to the first order around z = 0 [10]. ThIs 
approximation is used for both the first and second-order 
realization. 

(29) 

The water particle velocities are then given by Eq. 3 and 4. 

Computation of structural forces and moments 
The wave forces P and resulting base moment M on the 

monopile are calculated by using Morison's equation 
integrating from the bottom to the instantaneous free surface 

1 7] 

P=2 PCDD fulu~z+ 
-h 

(30) 

and 

1 '7 

M=2 PCDD fulul(z+h)dz+ 
-h 

(31) 

Where CD is the drag coefficient, CM is the inertia coefficient, p 
is the water density and D is the diameter of the monopile [11]. 
Figure 3 depicts the monopile. 

The monopile is considered to be a rigid structure and also 
hydrodynamically transparent, that is the waveform is not 
affected by the presence of the structure. This is valid when the 
structure diameter to wavelength ratio is small. [12] 

Monopile 
D=2.1 m 

CD =0.6 
CM = 1.75 
P = 1006 kg/m3 

---------------+~--~~----~~----L---z=-h 

Limestone 

Figure 3. Details of the monopile. The monopile extends above 
the sea surface and the water depth is 6.5 meters. 17 is the 
instantaneous free water surface and the dotted line is the still 
water level. 

RESULT 
The realization was made over a time of 63 seconds and 

the sea surface elevation, force and base moment from both the 
first and second-order realisation have been calculated 
throughout that time period. Around t = 22 s velocities, 
accelerations and forces along the monopile have been 
calculated. 

Figure 4 shows the total sea surface elevation and the first 
and second-order contributions to it. At the end of the realised 
time history, t = 60 s, the wave takes the ideal form and the 
trough before the peak has become more shallow compared to 
the first-order simulation and the peak is sharper. The result at 
t = 20 s shows an overshoot of the second-order contribution 
resulting in a trough below the first-order realisation. This 
could indicate that the simulated waves are violating the small 
amplitude requirement. 
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Surface elevation 

70 
Time(s) 

Figure 4. Surface elevation in meters. The solid line represents 
the total elevation, the dotted line shows the first-order 
contribution and the dashed line shows the second-order 
contribution. 

The forces and base moments are calculated according to 
Eq. (30) and (31) throughout the time series. Figure 5 and 6 
shows the surface elevation compared to the force and base 
moments for the first and second-order realisation respectively. 
The force is scaled down by 105 and the moment with 106 in 
order to get a clear picture of when they have a maximum or 
minimum compared with the sea surface elevation. The 
maximum force and base moment is at the zero up crossing of 
the highest wave. 
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Figure 5. The surface elevation compared to the force and the 
base moments calculations from the first-order realization. The 
solid line shows the total elevation (m), the dotted line shows 
the force (105 N) and the dashed line shows the base moment 
(106 Nm). 

Force, moment and surface elevation from second order realisation 
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Figure 6. The surface elevation compared to the force and the 
base moments calculations from the second-order realization. 
The solid line show~ the total elevation (m), the dotted line 
shows the force (10) N) and the dashed line shows the base 
moment (106 Nm). 

From a comparison of the results from the first and second
order realisation in Fig. 7 and 8 it can be seen that the second
order realisation yields higher loads. Higher particle velocities 
~nd the fact that a larger portion of the structure is submerged 
111 the second order-realisation cause this. 

For the comparison of the elevations the ratio Ama.//Lna.r: 
was studied. Ama.r: is the positive amplitude for the maximum 
wave and Hma.r: is the corresponding wave height. When the 
troughs are becoming shallower and the peaks sharper for the 
second order realisation, showing asymmetry around the still 
water level, this ratio increases. This effect can also be studied 
in the force and the base moment, see Table 1. However, it is 
not as pronounced as for the elevation. When calculating the 
ratio for the force and base moment Hm= is the maximum 
trough to peak value and Ama.r: is the corresponding positive 
amplitude . 

Table 1. The ratio AmaxlHma x 

Order of realisation First Second 
Elevation 0.51 0.62 
Force 0.57 0.61 
Base moment 0.58 0.65 

The force and base moment display asymmetry around 
zero for the first-order realisation and it is increased further for 
the second-order realisation. In the first-order case the 
asymmetry is caused by the use of Morison's equation 
integrating from the bottom to the instantaneous free surface 
Eq. 30 and 31, and the higher particle velocities at the crests of 
the waves. 

For a large number of realisations over longer times the 
mean of the ratio for the first-order wave elevation will be 0.5. 
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Force comparison between first and second order realisation 
250 

10 20 30 
Time(s) 

Figure 7. Comparison of the force (103 N) from the first and 
second-order realization. The solid line shows the result from 
the first-order realization and the dashed line shows the result 
from the second-order realization. 
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Figure 8. Comparison of the base moment (106 Nm) from the 
first and second-order realization. The solid line shows the 
result from the first-order realization and the dashed line shows 
the result from the second-order realization. 

When calculating forces distributed along the monopile 
focus is on the highest peak, at t = 22 s, of the surface elevation 
in Fig. 4. Velocities and accelerations were calculated at half 
meter intervals starting from the sea bottom, z = -6.5 m. The 
results are shown in Fig. 9 and 10. The loading force was 
calculated in the middle of each interval, see Fig. 11. The times 
of the calculations were chosen around the highest peak. They 
coincide with the trough t = 20.3 s, zero up crossing t = 21 s, 
peak t = 22 s and zero down crossing t = 23 s of the surface 
elevation. Studying the distribution along the monopile, one 

finds that the highest velocity is at the peak and the highest 
acceleration and force is at the zero down crossing. 

Velocity along the pile from second order realisation 

_SL------'--~--~---l---L---L---L--~--~ 
-2 -1 2 3 

Velocity (m/s) 

Figure 9. Velocity as a function of surface elevation. The solid 
line shows velocity at t = 20.3 s, the dashed line at t = 21 s, the 
dot dashed line at t = 22 s and the dotted line at t = 23 s. 

Acceleration along the pile from second order realisation 
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Figure 10. Acceleration as a function of surface elevation. The 
solid line shows acceleration at t = 20.3 s, the dashed line at 
t = 21 s, the dot dashed line at t = 22 s and the dotted line at 
t = 23 s. 
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Figure 11. Distributed force as a function of surface elevation. 
The solid line shows force at t = 20.3 s, the dashed line at 
t = 21 s, the dot dashed line at t = 22 s and the dotted line at 
t = 23 s. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 
This method provides a way of calculating non-linear 

irregular waves at finite depths. In earlier investigations only 
regular higher-order Stokes waves or solitary waves have been 
taken into account. 

In the calculation care has to be taken not to violate the 
limitations of the methods. It is important to test the small wave 
requirement of the perturbation series. Stansberg e.g. [13] 
enforces a restriction based on keeping third-order omitted 
tenns smaller than the corresponding second-order terms to 
avoid unrealistically large local wave steepness with associated 
velocities and accelerations, which otherwise would result in 
non-physical forces. This results in a restriction on the wave 
number and consequently on the angular frequency. The 
restriction can be implemented by a cut-off at the high 
frequency end of the input spectrum. A discussion on the 
largest wave height in water of constant depth can be found in 
[14]. The limiting value for Hmax of 0.55 h is found to apply to 
shallow water waves. This is a more restrictive value than the 
breaker height limit 0.78 h for mildly shoaling bottoms used in 
the calculation above. The implication is that for shoaling cases 
0.78 h should be used and for vast shallows 0.55 h may be more 
accurate but less conservative. 

It is observed that the calculated forces and base moments 
are highest at the crest of the waves. High particle velocities 
and the fact that a larger portion of the structure is submerged 
at the crest explain this. It is also observed that the second
order realization gives larger maximum forces and base 
moments than the first-order realization due to the higher wave 
crests. 

Implementing a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) method can 
make the Fourier sums faster which would allow a larger 

number of simulations over longer time-periods and statistical 
analysis of the results. 

Validation of the wave and load calculations will be 
carried out within the measurement program at Bockstigen. The 
loading on the structure has to be derived from the measured 
internal load effects (structural shear forces and moments), and 
consequently the flexibility of the structure has then to be 
considered. 
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Abstract 
A phase-averaging wave model (SWAN) is used to transfonn sea states in intermediate waters to the near-to-shore 
site of a wind-power plant. The supporting structure of the wind-power plant consists of a cylindrical monopile. The 
wave forces and resulting base moments on it are calculated by Morison's equation integrating from the bottom to the 
instantaneous free surface. For that purpose the wave-motion at the monopile is realised by a non-linear random wave 
model. Comparisons are made with a linear random wave model. The effect of the non-linear realisation on the 
variance of the surface elevation and the loads is studied. The relevance of using a non-linear realisation is discussed 
with respect to the effect on the calculated loads. The purpose of the study is to see how important it is to use a non
linear approach when assessing wave loads in shallow water. 

Keywords: Non-linear Waves, Wave Load, Wind Energy Converter 

Introduction 
The lack of sites for wind power farms on land is turning into a problem as energy-production from wind power 
becomes more common. This has led to a development offshore at sites with depths ranging from approximately 6 to 
30 m. Because of the shift of location from land to sea there is a change in the design requirements of wind energy 
converters as, in addition to standard loads, also the wave load on the structure has to be taken into account. For the 
sites in question theories for waves at finite depth must be used in order to calculate the wave load. 

Due to the influence from bottom topography and bottom friction waves transfonn as they travel from deep sea 
towards land. The waves change direction and the amplitudes and wavelengths decrease. The transformation of the 
waves can be calculated with phase-averaging models, in which the local statistical properties of the sea as e.g. the 
variation of directional variance spectra, or with phase resolving models, in which the deterministic properties of the 
sea e.g. the time- and space-varying sea surface elevation is computed. The phase resolving models capture the 
phenomena of troughs becoming shallower and peaks sharper, which are typical non-linear features of high waves at 
finite depth. On the other hand, by using statistical properties from a phase-averaging model, a local realisation in the 
time domain can be obtained by a Fourier sum. It is vital that such a realisation retains the statistical properties of the 
sea while reproducing the non-linear features, and therefore some higher order realisation, e.g. using a higher order 
perturbation theory, has to be used. 

The sea surface elevation and the velocity potential can be calculated by Fourier sums. Subsequently the water 
particle velocity in any point in the water can be calculated as the spatial derivative of the velocity potential and then 
the numerical derivative of the velocity with respect to time gives the associated acceleration. Finally the calculated 
velocity and acceleration are inserted in Morison's equation to yield the resulting structural loading. 

The problem with waves on offshore wind power plants has been addressed by a number of scientists, including 
Kuhn [1] and Cheng [2]. Kuhn used higher-order stream function theory to assess extreme regular waves. Cheng used 
a random linear wave model to study extreme responses. Hendersson and Cheng have studied non-linear-random 
waves and wave loads at Blyth [3]. In this paper we use a second-order realisation of non-linear waves based on a 
wave spectrum at a wind farm site. Results from the non-linear realisation are compared with results from a linear 
realisation. The on-site spectrum is calculated with help of the phase averaging model SWAN (Simulating WAves 
Nearshore). [4] 

The example site is the offshore wind power fann at Bockstigen, which is situated off the coast of the Swedish island 
of Gotland in the Baltic Sea. See fig. 1 and 2. One of the wind energy converters at the wind power farm is subject to 
an extensive measurement program including measurements of waves, wind and the structural response of the 
structure. 



Figure 1. The Baltic Proper with the location of Bockstigen marked with an arrow. 

• Bockstigen 

Figure 2. A detailed close-up at the location of Bockstigen off the coast of Gotland. 

The support structure of the wind turbine is a tower mounted on a cylindrical steel monopile drilled into the limestone 
and extending above the water surface. The cylinder diameter is 2.1 m and the mean-water depth is 6.5 m at the site. 
See fig. 3. 

The wave climate in the Baltic Sea was studied during 1978 to 1982 by SSP A [5]. Here, mean spectra have been 
derived from these measurements. In this study a spectrum for a wind speed of 20 mls and open sea, at Glands S6dra 
Grund, see fig. 1, was chosen as input to the SWAN model. The dominant wind direction is from the South West and 
this is in line with the longest fetch. 

The phase averaging computational model SWAN was chosen based on accessibility in form of open source code, 
economy, and speed of computation. To capture the non-linear characteristics of the waves time realisations to the 
second-order were applied. 
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Method 

SWAN 
SWAN (Simulating WAves Nearshore) is a phase averaging wave model where the statistical properties of the waves 
are calculated. It accounts for wave propagation processes, e.g. refraction, shoaling and transmission through sub-grid 
obstacles; wave generation by wind; and wave dissipation by whitecapping, depth-induced wave breaking and bottom 
friction. It also handles wave-wave interactions. SWAN uses a finite difference scheme. 

SWAN requires bottom topography, wind and wind direction as input. Spectra with directional spreading are used at 
the model boundaries. Results at the site of the wind power plant are significant wave height, frequency spectrum and 
directional spectrum. 

Extreme waves at the wind power farm were obtained by using an extreme deep-water sea state as input at the 
seaward boundary in SWAN. 

Non-linear realisation of waves 
The non-linear realisation of waves is made by calculating the time-series of the waves using first and second-order 
perturbation expansions of the free surface boundary conditions. These expansions can be expressed as Fourier sums 
and are added to yield the total non-linear time-series. The first-order perturbation expansion gives the linear 
realisation. A Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) method has been implemented to calculate the Fourier sums allowing 
large number of simulations over long time-periods and statistical analysis of the results. 

The boundary value problem for the iITotational flow of surface gravity waves in an incompressible, homogeneous 
and inviscid fluid can be expressed in terms of a velocity potential <D(x,z,t). The water particle velocities are given by 
the spatial derivative of <D as 

u =-$ x Equation 1 

w = -$_ Equation 2 

where the subscript denotes partial differentiation. 
The coordinate system is chosen so that the positive, vertical z-axis is pointing upwards and the x-axis is in line with 
the still water surface at z = O. For notation see fig. 3. The governing differential equation is the Laplace equation 

for -h:S; Z:S; ry(X,t). Equation 3 

With the boundary conditions given by 

for z=-h, Equation 4 

for z = ry(x,t) Equation 5 

where g is the acceleration of gravity and 

for z = ry(x,t). Equation 6 

The velocity potential and the free surface elevation '7 can, for small waves, be expressed as perturbation expansions 

$(x,z,t) = Equation 7 
j=! 
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and 

17(X,t) = for t>O 
j=1 

where j denotes the perturbation ordering parameter. 
The first-order perturbation equations can be written as 

for -h~z~O, 

for z=-h, 

for z=O 

and 

for z=O. 

The solution to the linear problem can be expressed by the Fourier series 

m( ) '~F() g cosh[km(z + h)] .( k) 
I~ X,z,t =-zL..,; m expl OJI1/- 1I1 X 

m=O OJI/1 cosh(kmh) 

and 

N 

1 77(x,t) = LF(m)expi(OJ,i-kmx ), 
111=0 

where the wave number k is given by the dispersion relation 

i is the imaginary unit, Q) is the angular frequency and h is the water depth. 

The second-order perturbation equations may be written as 

for -h~z~O, 

for z=-h, 

217t + 2 <D = =1 <D xl 77 x -I <D z= 1 17 for z=O 

Equation 8 

Equation 9 

Equation 10 

Equation 11 

Equation 12 

Equation 13 

Equation 14 

Equation 15 

Equation 16 

Equation 17 

Equation 18 
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and 

1 ( 2 2 \. 
g2lJ-2<l>, = -2 J<l>x +J<l>z ]+J<l>tzJlJ for 

The solution to the second-order problem becomes 

N N 

2 <l>(X,z,t) = -iLLF(n)F(m)D(())n'())m) 
n=O 111=0 

and 

where 

Q( ())n , ())m ) = 2( ())n + ()) nJ [g 2 kn kill ( ())n ())m ) 
2 

] 

- ())n())m (())/ + ())m
3

) + g2 (())mkn 
2 

+ ())n k m
2

) 

and 

The complex amplitude F(n) is given by 

z=O. Equation 19 

Equation 20 

Equation 21 

Equation 22 

Equation 23 

Equation 24 

Equation 25 

Equation 26 

where S is the variance density spectrum, I:J.OJ is the frequency resolution and Ii a random phase angle distributed 
between 0 and 2 n. The use of the variance density spectrum for calculating the complex amplitudes should retain the 
statistical properties of the sea. 

Equations 3 through 26 are valid for finite depth and small waves [6], [7] and [8]. 
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Calculation of water velocities 
In order to prevent the calculated velocities above the still water level from becoming unrealistically high, an 
approximation to the wave particle kinematics is implemented by a Taylor expansion to the first order around z = 0 
[9]. This approximation is used for both the first and second-order realisation. 

Equation 27 

The water particle velocities are then given by eq. 3 and 4. 

Computation of structural forces and nloments 
The wave forces P and resulting base moment M on the monopile are calculated by using Morison's equation 
integrating from the bottom to the instantaneous free surface 

Equation 28 

and 

Equation 29 

Where CD is the drag coefficient, CM is the inertia coefficient, p is the water density and D is the diameter of the 
monopile [10]. Figure 3 depicts the monopile. 

The monopile is considered to be a rigid structure and also hydrodynamically transparent, that is the waveform is not 
affected by the presence of the structure. This is valid when the structure diameter to wavelength ratio is small. [11] 

CD =0.6 
CM = 1.75 

Monopile 
D=2.1 m 

P = 1006 kg/m3 

~--------~-----+~--------------------~---z -h 
Limestone 

Figure 3. Details of the monopile. The monopile extends above the sea surface and the water depth is 6.5 
meters. 1] is the instantaneous free water surface and the dotted line is the still water level. 

Sample simulations 
The realisations were made based on the spectrum obtained from SWAN. Ten linear and non-linear realisations of 
one hour duration were made and the forces on the structure were calculated for all ten cases. Variance and power
spectra for elevation, force and base bending-moment were calculated from the obtained time-series. The mean and 
standard deviation for the spectra were calculated and the spectra were smoothed. For the linear time-series the 
standard deviation of the spectra is small. Computing the non-linear realisation of the waves there is an increase in 
the variance of the sea-surface elevation compared to the first-order linear case. Stansberg [12] also get an increase 
when calculating non-linear deep-water waves but to a much lesser degree. The increase is due to the addition of 
higher frequency components in the non-linear realisations, as can be seen in fig. 8 .The increase in variance produces 
unrealistically high waves, exceeding the wave-breaking limit of 0.78 h [13], which in this case is 5.07 meters. It can 
also be observed that the spectrum is broadbanded and produces ripples. See fig 4. For waves below the wave
breaking limit the waves and the forces exhibit the desired non-linear effects of troughs becoming shallower and the 
peaks sharper, fig 5. 
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Surface elevahon. extreme event 
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Time(s) 
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Figure 4. Non physical extreme wave above the wave
breaking limit of 5.07 meters 

Figure 5. Surface elevation in meters. 
Comparison of the linear and non-linear 
case for waves below the wave-breaking 
limit. 

In fig. 6 and 7 resulting force and base moment between 1900 and 2000 seconds for the same wave realisation are 
shown. One can see an increase in the maximum force for the non-linear realisation due to the increase in velocity 
and the fact that a larger part of the structure is submerged for the maximum wave height compared to the linear 
elevation. It can be also seen that the forces and base moments are highest at the crest of the waves. 

Force, comparison between fnear and noo-tinear reatisation Moment, comparison between linear and noo-linear reausation 
150 
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-100 
1900 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 

Time(s) 

Figure 6. Force. Comparison of the linear and non
linear case for waves below the wave-breaking limit. 

Figure 7. Moment. Comparison of the linear 
and non-linear case for waves below the wave
breaking limit. 

Power spectra were calculated for both the linear and non-linear realisations in order to study the high-frequency 
contribution from the non-linear realisation. 

The second-order contribution to the surface elevation is sensitive to the high frequency end of the linear input 
spectrum calculated in SWAN. The variation of the spectral density for the non-linear realisation is significant, fig 9. 
For the linear case the variation is small. 
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Mean variance density spectra for linear and flOrHinear elevation 

Figure 8. Mean variance density spectra for the linear 
and non-linear elevation. 

Mean variance density spectrum I 
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Hz 

Figure 9. Mean variance density spectra and 
two standard deviations about the mean for 
the non-linear elevation. 

The mean power spectra for the force and base moment are highly influenced by a time-series with a maximum wave 
height of 13 meters, fig. 11 and 14. The effect is enhanced by the use of Morison's equation, where the velocity is 
squared, and the fact that the highest velocity is at the crests of the waves_ The variation in the results for the force 
and base moment is large, fig_ 12 and 15. In figure 10 and 13 the spectra for all the time series of force and base 
moment are plotted and the one marked with arrows is the one with the 13 meter maximum wave height. 

Power spectra for the non-tinear force 

Figure 10. Power spectra for all ten time-series of the 
non-linear force. The spectrum marked with an arrow 
is from a time-series with a maximum wave of 13 
meters. 
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Figure 11. Mean power spectra for the linear 
and non-linear force. 
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Mean power spectrum and two standard delllations about the mean for the non-lmear force 

6" 10' 

Mean po'Hef spectrum I 

Figure 12. Mean power spectra and two standard deviations about the mean for the non-linear force. 

For the base moment the influence from the time-series with the maximum wave height of 13 meters is even more 
pronounced, fig 14 and 15. This is due to the lever (z + 11) in equation 29. 

Power spectra for the non-linear base moment 

Figure 13. Power spectra for all ten time-series of the 
base moment. The spectrum marked with an arrow is 
from a time-series with a maximum wave of 13 
meters. 
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Figure 14. Mean power spectra for the linear 
and non-linear base moment. 

Figure 15. Mean power spectra and two standard deviations about the mean for the non-linear base moment. 

The variance of the time-series increases from 0.43 to 0.69 for the water surface elevation, from 7.50 108 to 6.58 109 

for the force and from 1.12 1010 to 6.39 1011 for the base moment. 
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Concluding remarks 
The described method provides a way of calculating non-linear irregular waves at finite depths. However, the chosen 
method for calculating non-linear waves produces unrealistically high waves. A local wave steepness limiter 
according to Stansberg [14] will take care of some part of the problem and will also reduce the broadbandedness. 
Stansberg [14] enforces a restriction based on keeping third-order omitted terms smaller than the corresponding 
second-order terms to avoid unrealistically large local wave steepness with associated velocities and accelerations, 
which otherwise would result in non-physical forces. This results in a restriction on the wave number and 
consequently on the angular frequency. The restriction can be implemented by a cut-off at the high-frequency end of 
the input spectrum. 

In the calculation care has to be taken not to violate the limitations of the methods. It is important to test the small 
wave requirement of the perturbation series. A discussion on the largest wave height in water of constant depth can 
be found in [15]. The limiting value for Hmat of 0.55 h is found to apply to shallow water waves. This is a more 
restrictive value than the breaker height limit 0.78 h for mildly shoaling bottoms used in the calculation above. The 
implication is that for shoaling cases 0.78 h should be used and for vast shallows 0.55 h may be more accurate but 
less conservative. 

The wave height has to be kept beneath the wave breaking limit and one way of doing that could be to use a standard 
spectrum, fitted to the first peak of the non-linear SWAN spectrum, for the realisation. After the realisation is carried 
out a spectrum from the time-series can be constructed to be compared with the near-to-shore SWAN spectrum. 

The second-order contribution is sensitive to the tail end of the linear input spectrum were the second peak is. This 
can further increase the variance at those frequencies for the second-order realisation. 

It is observed that the calculated forces and base moments are highest at the passage of the crest of the waves. High 
particle velocities and the fact that a larger portion of the structure is submerged at the crest explain this. It is also 
observed that the non-linear realisation gives larger maximum forces and base moments than the linear realisation 
due to the higher wave crests. 

Validation of the wave and load calculations will be carried out within the measurement program at Bockstigen. The 
loading on the structure has to be derived from the measured internal load effects (structural shear forces and 
moments), and consequently the flexibility ofthe structure has to be considered. 
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